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According to a source close to John Lang, an article 

11 S . ,\ . LG--t-,--p...~i in the 

20, 196L1 issy-.~ ~f rica 1964/5 as written b 

and Anthony~s. TI:~ •in~~ .p8:r~ _ _._of the ar icle, 

attributed by the source to (L~ re·ad as follows: 

"Can !Jr. Verwoerd be brought down by violence? - -----That is a question still unanswered. Soul-

searching liberals in South Africa and abroad 

are split on this issue, as the evidence given - - ... 
at the recent round of sabotage artd subversion 

trials reveals. Some non-violent elements of 

the Liberal Party and some radical Whites accuse 

fringe liberals of the African Resistance Move 

ment of an irresponsible James Dondism that casts 

a slur on all non-violent opponents of apartheid. 

We a ree that against the Nationalist policy, 
-· ·· - - - . ' 

amateur viole.n_"ce is likely to fail.: Neverthe -
I 

less one ~annot expect · a ~idy, dignified resis--tance movement in- this most =·A~ghima~ish of racial 

struggles ~----?Jore<:5"ve"i.:-,- b;fore condemning those 

liberals who have resorted to violence, the fol

lowing points must be taken into account: 

(1) The South African Police have been increasing 

their own violence. It is their new mind-

breaking day and night interrogations fol

lowed by beating (introduced since Tiivonia) 

that have yielded the latest detailed evi 

dence against the accused by fellow detainees -

a pattern bein~ faithfully reproduced in the 

Fischer trial. 
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( :! ) So1.,e non.-Co1111:iunist: opponents of apartheid 

J;;-ve untlcrtalcen violence :i.n order to break 
-- ' >('I 
the Cor11111unist Party's virtual monopoly of --the African cause. The AH}I is not n(rn or -especially ineffective. 

(J) It is the actual effectiveness to date, or 

rather ineffectiveness, of n on- viol e nt 

Whites to bring down the Doctor which is --being questioned . 

i.: c publish be-lo"' a- ·report · '1-,hich -has ··just 

reached us from _a White South Afri can . This 

is one of the many unhappy view s inside the -\ 
• I • 

Hepublic of _hQ}L _tjle __ ~ar,_ a g.a.ins.L-apa-=:theid 

is going: . . . . . . . . II 

AFHICAN DIARY 

Advertisements for this diary appeared in NA October 1962, 

2c - 2- 196J, 27 - 3- 1963, 4- 5- 1963, 8- 6- 1963, 13- 7-1963, 

17-8-1963, 26 - 10- 1963, 20- 11-1963, 8 - 1- 1964, and 

G- G- 1964 . 

The diary 1vas described as "a weekly record of events 

in Africa, published by Africa Publications (India) .
11 

The 
~out!1 African agents ,,ere Insight Publications (Pty) 
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